GENERAL BERNARD A. SCHRIEVER
LOS ANGELES CHAPTER 147
AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION

From the President…..
Happy New Year AFA #147!
I trust all of you had a joyous holiday season and have successfully recharged your batteries after a rigorous 2015. I am pleased
to report our Schriever Chapter performed to the plan, is in very healthy condition and even evolved within the ever-changing
environment. We should all be very proud of the fact that our chapter continues to be one of SMC's most prolific support organizations. This important work is only possible with passionate, committed and capable folks like those serving on our Board of
Directors, along with our active members. I am personally humbled by your enduring graciousness and generosity.
Reflecting on 2015, WOW! I'm not sure anyone has put the bulk of our chapter's endeavors into one sentence, but let me try, it
will surely be a 'run-on' sentence. In 2015 we installed some terrific new board members, supported CyberPatriot, etched more
icons on the Schriever Wall of Honor, sent veterans whale watching, conducted an Executive Forum, orchestrated the Salute to
SMC Banquet including 14 Significant Awards, donated to the LA Military Charitable Fund Scholarships, presented Teacher of the
Year Awards, sponsored ROTC events and scholarships, held Spring and Fall Mixers, presented enlisted and officer base scholarships, developed and conducted the first-ever Schriever Space Future Forum, orchestrated the AFA Los Angeles Ball to include
presenting the Thomas D. White Award and a second Schriever Fellowship Award, supported Wreaths Across America and Bob
Hope USO, among other things... all while remaining compliant with our governance requirements. WHEW, take a breath and
let's start the holidays over.
As for 2016, we will fine tune our activities in support of SMC... with their input and likely have a similar set of activities. In addition, I believe this year we will be involved in producing an SMC Industry Days Conference after several years of dormancy. I am
hopeful that we will grow our support of the SMC Heritage Center and seriously work on a Commanders Wall to recognize leaders that followed in General Schriever's footsteps. I also would like to enhance the chapter's operations and results by forming a
couple of committees to review our major event policies/processes to see if we can improve on anything. There is a lot to accomplish in '16, so fasten your seatbelts.
As always, I can't signoff until I reiterate it's all about the people! That's why collectively we must always be recruiting prospective AFA operatives and encouraging new memberships. Based on recent history, the years ahead will present serious new challenges for our AF, and we must be steadfast in our support of their organization. So let's go Advocate, Educate and Support the
best Force in the world.
Cheers, SS
Regards,

Steve
Lockheed Martin
2401 E. El Segundo Blvd., 6th Floor
El Segundo, CA 90245
Office; (310) 535-3504
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A Space Futures Forum Companion?
At the Schriever Chapter’s first annual Space Futures Forum in November, described nearby in this
newsletter, speakers and panelists discussed many topics that not long ago would have been categorized as pure science fiction. Many Air Force Association members, especially those who have served
at the Space and Missile Systems Center, have been inspired by science fiction. Now, coincidentally,
the Atlantic Council, a Washington, D.C. think tank, has released an engaging and thought-provoking
book of military science fiction. “War Stories from the Future” is an anthology of short stories resulting
from the Art of Future Warfare project.
According to the organization’s web site, “War Stories from the Future” is
the culmination of the Art of Future Warfare project's first year exploring
the future of armed and social conflict. The project commissioned established writers such as Ken Liu (privateers in cyber war) and Madeline Ashby
(war breaking out in the world’s most connected city in Korea as experienced by its least connected population, street vendors), Jamie Metzl (the
operational implications of bio-enhanced targeting and weaponry),
Mathew Burrows (effective foresight in intelligence), and project Director
August Cole, who edited the collection (swarm warfare and crowd-sourced
intelligence). The collection also features two stories from best-selling science fiction writer David Brin (the nature of heroes and warriors) and Linda Nagata (linked ground combat overseen from afar).

The value of science fiction like “War Stories from the Future” is to broaden the discussion, to stimulate the imagination, perhaps unfettered for just a brief moment by budgetary, political, and other
forms of reality, to ask “what if?” or “why not?” Science fiction attracts readers who might never pick
up a dry study report or white paper, such as the youthful targets of Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics (STEM) educational efforts. These potential future airmen still have to do the hard
study, but how many of you were encouraged to do so or were encouraged to serve by reading a
white paper? Science fiction is another way to encourage us all to think about what could be, which in
turn, through our collective actions, determines what actually will be. As former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff General Martin Dempsey states in this book’s introduction, “At their best, science fiction
stories explore the art of the possible, illuminate problems we might otherwise overlook, and entertain us at the same time.”
With apologies to the late Yogi Berra, “it’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future” of
military technology or practice. “War Stories from the Future” can help us thing about it. The book is
available online – for free -- from The Atlantic Council at http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/
books.
Jim Knauf
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Adding to the Legacy….
Last month (December) another United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket launched from Cape Canaveral, lofting the OA-4
Cygnus resupply spacecraft bound for the orbiting International Space Station with vital equipment and supplies. This was
the sixtieth Atlas V launch since the inaugural flight in 2002, the 642nd flight of an Atlas rocket since 1957, and the first Atlas launch to the space station, the latest in a legacy that traces through the Space and Missile Systems Center and it’s predecessor organizations.
After three days of weather delays, the Atlas vehicle performed flawlessly, lifting the heaviest payload launched to date by
an Atlas, just over 8 tons, and placing it precisely into its intended orbit. Cargo packed into the Orbital ATK Cygnus spacecraft for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration included food and clothing for the space station crew, space
station vehicle hardware, science equipment, extravehicular activity gear needed to conduct spacewalks, and computer
hardware.
The Atlas V is one of two families of launch systems resulting from the Space and Missile System’s Center’s Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle, or EELV, program. Atlas V and the other EELV family of launch vehicles, Delta IV, carry payloads
to space ranging from weather, navigation, telecommunications and national security satellites that protect and improve
life on Earth, to deep space and interplanetary exploration missions that further our knowledge of the universe.
Based on studies conducted in the late 1980s and 1990s, the Air Force established the EELV program and first stood up a
small program office here in Los Angeles in 1995, the forerunner of today’s Launch Enterprise directorate, SMC/LE. Program goals for the new launch capability included improved operability, reduced recurring costs, and improved mission
assurance processes. In an innovative industry-government partnership, Atlas V and Delta IV were evolved from earlier
heritage Atlas, Delta, and Titan expendable launch systems to support the entire range of U.S. military, intelligence, civil,
and commercial mission requirements.
Those earlier heritage launch vehicle programs began at the Western Development Division in 1954 in the old schoolhouse
on Manchester Boulevard in Inglewood, California, less than four miles from today’s Los Angeles Air Force Base. From
there, General Bernard A. Schriever’s team began development of the Atlas Intercontinental Ballistic Missile, which in turn
spawned space launch vehicle variants used from the late 1950s through 2005. These included rockets used for the Mercury manned spaceflight program in the early 1960s and later, SMC’s Medium Launch Vehicle program. Ultimately they became the evolutionary foundation of the current Atlas V.
Atlas V and Delta IV together have achieved an unprecedented 100% mission success record of national security, civil, and
commercial launches…one launch success at a time! In addition to the majority of national security orbital launches and
several commercial launches since 2005, other notable Atlas V and Delta IV
launches include the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, the New Horizons mission
to Pluto, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter mission to the moon, the EFT-1 Orion crew vehicle test flight, multiple X-37 Orbital Test Vehicle flights, the Mars
Science Laboratory/Curiosity Rover, and the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile
EvolutioN Mission (MAVEN).
SMC and AFA Schriever Chapter 147 members can be proud of a six-decade
legacy tracing from the early efforts of a dedicated group of pioneers working
from a former schoolhouse to today’s space launches, a legacy which now includes the delivery of vital equipment and supplies to the International Space
Station.
Learn more about Atlas, EELV, SMC support to NASA, and more SMC history at
the SMC History page at http://www.losangeles.af.mil/library/historyofsmc/
index.asp, or even better, by visiting the SMC Heritage Center at Los Angeles
Air Force Base, Building 271, Room B1-516-525. Hours are: Tuesdays and Fridays 09:30 – 12:00 and 13:30 – 15:30, Wednesdays 09:30 – 12:00, and Thursdays 13:30 – 15:30.
Photo Credit: United Launch Alliance
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Air Force A3 Receives Award for Space
Af.mil, 4 Dec 15

On December 20th the Air Force Association presented the General Thomas D. White Space Award to the Headquarters U.S. Air
Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations for outstanding contribution to American aerospace progress.
Air Force Chief of Staff Gen Mark A. Welsh III nominated Lt Gen
John Raymond for this award for his role as the commander of
14th Air Force, Air Force Space Command; and commander of
Joint Functional Component Command for Space, U.S. Strategic
Command.
“General Raymond's tireless leadership, persistent dedication to excellence, and innovative efforts have
enabled the delivery of unrivalled space effects to nine unified combatant commanders and assured our
nation's continued asymmetric advantage in the space domain,” Welsh said.
According to the award citation, Raymond distinguished himself by leading more than 20,500 Airmen
and commercial contractors, providing unrivalled space effects to nine unified combatant commanders.
His team tracked 260 foreign missile launches and 95 worldwide space launches, detected 345 on-orbit
spacecraft maneuvers, and executed more than 335 days of space control missions for Operation Enduring Freedom, supporting 400 joint task force operations.
Under Raymond’s guidance, operations and intelligence reached new levels of integration in the standup
of the joint space intelligence enterprise and joint exploitation and fusion cell. Additionally, in partnership
with the commercial space industry, Raymond led the stand-up of the Commercial Integration Cell at the
Joint Space Operations Center.
“I am extremely honored and humbled to accept this coveted award,” Raymond said. “In fact, the only
way I can accept this award is to do so on behalf of the 22,000 Airmen of 14th Air Force and JFCC Space
that I was privileged to lead. These Airmen professionally operate the space capabilities that fuel our
American way of life and our American way of war … they make it look easy and it’s not.”
When Gen Thomas D. White retired in 1961, the National Geographic Society established an annual
award in his name, to be given to an Air Force military or civilian person for outstanding contribution to
American aerospace progress. The first recipient was Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom, a pilot of Mercury Liberty
Bell 7, for the 15-minute suborbital flight.
The sponsorship of the award passed from the National Geographic Society to AFA and the General Bernard A. Schriever Chapter 147 in 1996.
Steve Scott
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Congratulations to our
AFA Newsletter Editor
& Public Affairs Chair,
Christina Diaz

Mr. & Mrs. Michael & Christina (Diaz) Agnew
married on Dec 30, 2015
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2015 Los Angeles Air Force Ball
It was a lovely evening as people descended on the Beverly Hilton for the 2015 Los Angeles Air Force Ball.
Before heading to the reception, the first order of business for guests was to pose for pictures on the
“red carpet” (which was actually AF blue) in front of the “AFA/SMC step & repeat” wall. If you haven’t
seen your photo yet, it will soon be posted on the Chapter’s Facebook Page.
At 7:30 the drapes were opened to reveal the three-tiered International Ballroom, beautifully appointed
and sparkling with red, white, and blue lights. There isn’t a bad seat in the house! At 8:00 a short film
produced by Orbital ATK was shown, after which Chapter President Steve Scott welcomed everyone. He
introduced the special guests, which included Thomas D. White Award recipient Lt Gen Jay Raymond,
Schriever Fellowship Award recipient Maj Gen (ret) Terry Feehan, SMC Commander Lt Gen Sam Greaves,
SMC Vice Commander Maj Gen Robert McMurry, and Mr. Frank Culbertson, General Chair for the AF Ball.
This year the Chapter invited previous Thomas D. White recipients, and six of them were able to attend:
Lt Gen (ret) Lance Lord (1999), Gen (ret) Ed Eberhart (2001), Brig Gen (ret) Duane Deal (2004), Lt Gen
(ret) Mike Hamel (2007), Lt Gen (ret) Larry James (2011), and Gen (ret) William Shelton (2013). The
Chapter was also honored to have as its guest Lt Col (ret) Robert Hecker, WWII bombardier with 30 B-17
missions over Europe and a recent recipient of the French Legion of Honor medal. It was very touching
as the audience rose as one to honor Robert and gave him a standing ovation.
After dinner it was time for the award presentations. Steve Scott asked Maj Gen (ret) Mark Barrett (AFA
Executive Vice President) and Maj Gen (ret) Tav Taverney (Schriever Chapter Chairman of the Board) to
make the presentations, first to Maj Gen (ret) Terry Feehan and then to Lt Gen Jay Raymond. Gen
Feehan gave a very impassioned speech, as he acknowledged the Fellowship Award. Gen Raymond then
accepted the White Award on behalf of all those who had worked for him the past year. He pointed out
that all six former White Award recipients in attendance had one thing in common: he had worked for all
of them in the past. He then had everyone laughing as he told a funny story relating to his first meeting
with Gen Lord.
Frank Culbertson, the General Chair, closed out the evening with a recap of the Schriever Education
Foundation’s accomplishments for 2015. All profits from the Air Force Ball go directly to support the
Chapter’s philanthropic endeavors.
In closing Steve Scott invited everyone to stay and dance the night away as the Party All Stars played or
to venture up to the Stardust Room for the Post Ball Reception. The Chapter is indebted to its industry
partners who supported the Ball by purchasing tables and seats. Without their support, the evening
would not have been possible. Our deepest thanks go to Alison Schneider and Velvet Hoover for planning and orchestrating the entire event, ensuring that everything went beautifully.
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Air Force Ball Executive Reception
Beverly Hilton, November 19
Shelly Kemp, Photographer
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Los Angeles Air Force Ball
November 20, 2015
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“First-Ever Schriever Forum Brings Space Leaders to Chart the Future”
The first-ever Schriever Space Futures Forum kicked off the morning of 20 November at the Gordon Conference Center at Los Angeles Air Force Base. The event, organized by your AFA Schriever Chapter, brought together almost 200 space
leaders from government and industry to discuss emerging trends across the space community. Attendees included Lt Gen
Samuel Greaves, the Space and Missile Systems Center (SMC) Commander, many members of the SMC Senior Staff, several
retired flag officers and many senior industry leaders. The forum was held in conjunction with the annual Los Angeles AFA Ball
and replaced annual symposia previously organized by AFA National and later the Mitchell Institute.
The theme of this year’s forum was “Enabling Technologies 2030”. Forum speakers discussed not only future technologies but how those technologies will shape future space operations and respond to emerging threats. Steve Scott, President
of the AFA Schriever Chapter, welcomed all the attendees and introduced the first speaker, Lt Gen Greaves. Lt Gen Greaves
kicked off the forum and discussed SMC’s recent accomplishments and some of the challenges facing the Air Force in space in
the future. He was followed by Maj Gen (s) Nina Armagno, the newly assigned Director of Requirements (A5) at headquarters
Air Force Space Command. She spoke of the emerging operational challenges facing the command. She spoke of the emerging Chinese threat and efforts to increase the Air Force’s Space Situational Awareness and Battle Management Command and
Control capabilities. Maj Gen (s) Armagno also discussed the planned integration of many of Air Force Space Command’s
ground systems into a common enterprise ground architecture.
Maj Gen (s) Armagno was followed by Col John Anttonen, Director of the Advanced Systems and Development Directorate. Col Anttonen spoke of the technology trends his organization is tracking and what that will mean to future Air Force
Space Command. Col Anttonen’s organization is leading the integration of current and future ground systems discussed by
Maj Gen (s) Armagno. He also discussed the mission opportunities offered by increasingly reliable small satellites.
Dr. Dave Baiocchi of the RAND Corporation was the next speaker. Dr. Baiocchi discussed broad technology trends
across the globe, including the substantial computational power in current smart phones and how that technology is enabling
nations, companies and people around the world to build increasingly capable small satellites. He discussed the technology
and possible policy changes that nations may need to make to reflect the proliferation of small satellite-related technologies
around the world.
The individual presentations were followed by an industry panel moderated by Maj Gen (ret) Mitch Mitchell. Industry
representatives included Lt Gen (ret) Larry James from JPL, Dr. Bruce Chesley from Boeing, Chuck Beams from Paul Allen’s Vulcan Aerospace, Marco Villa from small satellite builder Tyvek, Tom Wilson from OrbitalATK and Dr Keoki Jackson from Lockheed Martin. Each panel member presented his perspective on emerging technology trends, including additive manufacturing,
big data, on-board processing and advanced modeling and simulation and how they could impact the space community in the
future. The presentations were followed by a panel question and answer session.
The half day forum concluded with closing remarks by Lt Gen Greaves and Mr. Scott. In his closing remarks Lt Gen
Greaves thanked all the participants for their efforts and reflected on how important it was to spend the last three hours taking time to think together about the future of space. He reflected on the importance of space to our nation’s defense and the
significant challenges and changes facing the space community, many of which were discussed at the forum.
A big thank you to Steve Scott, Steve Pluntze, Marcia Peura, Don Tomjan from the AFA Schriever Chapter Board of
Directors and all the volunteers from SMC who chipped in to help make the event an outstanding success. We look forward to
building on this success for next year!
Arnie Streland
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